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a b s t r a c t
Notwithstanding the apparent demands regarding ﬁne motor skills that are required to perform in action video
games, the motor nervous system of players has not been studied systematically. In the present study, we hypothesized to ﬁnd diﬀerences in sensorimotor performance and corticospinal characteristics between action video
game players (Players) and Controls.
We tested sensorimotor performance in video games tasks and used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
to measure motor map, input-output (IO) and short intra-cortical inhibition (SICI) curves in the ﬁrst dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle of Players (n = 18) and Control (n = 18).
Players scored higher in performance tests and had stronger SICI and higher motor evoked potential (MEP)
amplitudes. Multiple linear regressions showed that Players and Control diﬀered with respect to their relation
between reaction time and corticospinal excitability. However, we did not ﬁnd diﬀerent motor map topography
or diﬀerent IO curves for Players when compared to Controls.
Action video game players showed an increased eﬃciency of motor cortical inhibitory and excitatory neural
networks. Players also showed a diﬀerent relation of MEPs with reaction time.
The present study demonstrates the potential of action video game players as an ideal population to study the
mechanisms underlying visuomotor performance and sensorimotor learning.

1. Introduction
Elite athletes and professional musicians can easily be distinguished
from ordinary people on the behavioral level. The reason is that they
have acquired speciﬁc skills over years of practice. It seems intuitive to
expect that neural plasticity associated with numerous hours of practice
should induce neural changes, making athletes and musicians interesting models to study the long term eﬀects of sensorimotor training on the
central nervous system (CNS) (Yarrow et al., 2009). Unfortunately, elite
athletes and musicians are scarce and often hesitant to participate in
scientiﬁc experiments. Recently, it has been suggested that action video
gaming might be an excellent model to study the limits of human sensorimotor performance as well (Pluss et al., 2019). With a talent pool of
nearly 100 million players, esports athletes need exceptional sensorimotor skills to dominate competition, and esports practitioners from all levels should be easy to recruit for experiments. However, even though dif-

ferences in the motor part of the central nervous system between action
video game players and non-players are likely to be expected, most of the
studies focused on perceptual and cognitive capacities (Bavelier et al.,
2012; Bavelier and Green, 2019) whereas studies on sensorimotor performance and underlying neural mechanisms are scarce (Gozli et al.,
2014).
To the best of our knowledge only few studies looked at neural differences of action video game players (Players) or changes as a result of
action video game practice in the sensorimotor system. Imaging (fMRI)
cross-sectional studies showed diﬀerences in brain motor regions between video game players and control (Gong et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,
2015; Benady-Chorney et al., 2018; He et al., 2020), and a longitudinal
study showed neural plasticity in motor regions induced by action video
game training (Kuhn et al., 2014). Furthermore, a study using Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) over the hand motor cortex showed
a higher increase in corticospinal excitability of Players compared to

Abbreviation: EMG, electromyography; FDI, ﬁrst dorsal interosseous; IO, input-output; ISI, inter stimulus interval; MEP, motor evoked potential; Mmax, maximal
peak to peak amplitude of the M-wave; MSO, maximal stimulator output; PNS, peripheral nerve stimulation; rms, root mean square; RMT, resting motor threshold;
SICI, short intra-cortical inhibition; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; CoG, centre of gravity; SOA, sum of all MEP amplitude that contributed to the motor
map.
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Controls immediately after the learning of a new visuomotor task,
suggesting a more pronounced neuroplasticity in Players (MorinMoncet et al., 2016). Together, these studies underpin the intuitive notion that playing action video games is associated with sensorimotor
plasticity, but are still far from painting a conclusive picture on how
long-term video gaming aﬀects the sensorimotor system and how these
adaptations are linked to measures of sensorimotor performance.
We know that playing action video games requires precise and
fast control of the arm and ﬁngers and it has been reported that professional esport athletes perform on average 350 actions per minute
with the mouse and keyboard whilst playing action video games
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actions_per_minute). It is well established that fast and precise hand and ﬁnger movements in humans rely
mainly on the integrity of corticospinal pathways and especially of the
direct connections between the primary motor cortex (M1) and the motoneurons (Lemon, 2008; Isa et al., 2013). Thus, it can be expected that
long-term Players, even at low level of competitiveness, have diﬀerent
corticospinal characteristics compared to non-players (Controls).
To detect such diﬀerences, the size and site of a cortical motor map
as well as the excitability of neuronal networks that constitute the map
of a ﬁnger muscle seems to be an appropriate object of investigation,
since the properties of cortical motor maps might be related to the capacity to acquire a new skill (Monﬁls et al., 2005). Studies performed
with TMS have shown that during skill training, the cortical motor map
of the relevant muscles expanded, and got easier to activate (PascualLeone et al., 1994; Pascual-Leone et al., 1995; Liepert et al., 1998). Interestingly, the cortical map and cortical excitability returned to baseline once the skill had been mastered (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994) or
the training ended (Molina-Luna et al., 2008). However, in professional
athletes or musicians, who needed to master complex motor skills over
years, several studies showed distinct diﬀerences of the cortical motor
map (Pearce et al., 2000; Tyč et al., 2005; Schwenkreis et al., 2007).
Besides diﬀerences between Players and Controls in motor map characteristics, diﬀerences in the modulation of excitatory and especially of
inhibitory cortical networks (Isomura et al., 2009) might be expected as
well. To estimate the modulation in these intracortical circuits diﬀerent
TMS protocols are available. The input-output (IO) curve estimates the
modulation of excitatory and inhibitory networks at corticospinal level
(Ridding and Rothwell, 1997), and reﬂects changes in glutamatergic activity with increasing stimulation intensity over M1 (Stagg et al., 2011).
The short-latency intra-cortical inhibition (SICI) paired pulse paradigm
evaluates the activity of intra-cortical GABAA ergic inhibitory networks
and also entails the modulation of both, excitatory as well as inhibitory
circuits (Ilić et al., 2002; Chen, 2004). Both, IO curves and SICI might
be of functional relevance for sensorimotor performance as they have
been related to changes in the motor function in previous studies. For
example, abnormal regulation of SICI can be seen in stroke or dystonia
patients (Gilio et al., 2003; Hummel et al., 2009), and amputees present
diﬀerent IO curves in the intact and amputated side (Ridding and Rothwell, 1997). On the other hand, professional musicians display diﬀerent
SICI and IO curves than control participants, possibly partly explaining
their better dexterity (Rosenkranz et al., 2007).
Thus, in the present study, we hypothesized that Players have larger
FDI motor maps, larger peak to peak motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in
the IO curves, and stronger SICI than Controls. Moreover, we expected to
ﬁnd group diﬀerences in the relationships between neurophysiological
variables and video game related visuomotor performance.
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2.2. Participants
Thirty-eight individuals were recruited at the University Konstanz
and at a local esport club. The study was speciﬁcally approved by the
ethics committee of the University of Konstanz (no. IRB 07/2019) and
conducted in accordance with the latest revision of the Declaration of
Helsinki. All subjects signed the informed consent form before the start
of the study. Exclusion criteria were: safety issues related with TMS as
deﬁned by the questionnaire from Rossi et al. (2009) (see Supplemental
Materials), uncorrected vision problems, dexterous activities (drawing,
painting or playing a music instrument given as examples) of more than
two hours per week during the last 2 years or using the computer mouse
with the left hand. In the control group, in addition to the aforementioned criteria, participants were excluded if they were playing action
video games for more than 2 h per week during the last 6 months. In
contrast, action video game players (Players) were only included in this
group if they had at least 2 h per week of action video game practice
over the last 2 years. For the deﬁnition of an action video game we
used the criteria established by Bavelier and Green (2019), Bavelier and
Green (2019). Eighteen participants met the criteria for action video
game players and were included in the Players group, eighteen participants met the criteria for the non-action video game players and were
included in the Control group. The anthropometric data and the action
video game history of both groups are summarized in Table 1.
2.3. Overall procedure
Participants took part in two experimental sessions separated by at
least one day. All participants were asked to abstain from caﬀeine and
alcohol use during the two days of the experiments. During the ﬁrst
session, participants ﬁlled a questionnaire about their video game history and handedness, and then their height and weight were measured.
The participants were then prepared for the electromyography (EMG)
measurement, peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS) and TMS. After the
preparation, the participants were comfortably placed on a desk chair
with head support. Both arms rested on a desk, so that the elbow of the
right arm formed an angle of 150°. We veriﬁed the elbow angle with a
goniometer and marked the position of the arm on the desk to ensure
its position throughout the whole experimental session. The course of
experiments was as follows: First, we determined the maximal M-wave
(Mmax) in the FDI muscle, then assessed the hotspot and the resting motor threshold (RMT) with TMS, followed by the motor map measurement
and ended up with the IO and SICI recruitment curve measurements. In
the second session, participants performed 4 diﬀerent sensorimotor performance tests, one related to keyboard typing skills and the other three
related to action video game skills.
2.4. Handedness
Preferred handedness was determined with the modiﬁed Edinburg Handedness Inventory (Oldﬁeld, 1971) from Brainpmapping.org (http://www.brainmapping.org/shared/Edinburgh.php). The
score consists in a laterality index. When 48 ≤ laterality index ≤ 100,
the participant is considered right handed. When −28 ≤ laterality index
< 48, the participant is considered as middle handed, and when −100
≤ laterality index < −28, the participant is considered as left handed.
2.5. EMG

2. Methods
2.1. Data and code availability statements
All the data required to reproduce the present results is available on
Figshare Link: https://ﬁgshare.com/s/8690c4bcda4a2b4defde.

We prepared the skin (cleaned with sandpaper and with alcohol)
of the right hand FDI muscle and then taped EMG electrodes (Bagnoli
Desktop EMG, Delsys, Natick, MA, USA) on the belly of the muscle. EMG
signals were ampliﬁed (× 1000 for motor evoked potentials elicited by
TMS and × 100 for measuring the maximal M-wave), high-pass- and lowpass-ﬁltered (20 Hz ± 10% and 450 Hz ± 10%, respectively), sampled
with a Power 1401 interface (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge,
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Table 1
Anthropometric data, laterality index and action video game history of the participants in the two experimental groups.
Groups

N

Age

Weight

Height

Gender

Laterality Index

Years AVGP

Hours AVGP

Players
Control

18
18

22.6 ± 3.7
23.9 ± 3.6

80.1 ± 8.5
79.1 ± 18.8

179.3 ± 7.5
178.2 ± 9.9

2 women
2 women

76.7 ± 40.7
75.4 ± 38.2

10.7 ± 4.6
2.75 ± 4.1

13.7 ± 7.1
0.29 ± 0.8

Laterality index corresponds to handedness, with laterality index > 47 indicating that the participant is considered as
right handed. Years action video game play (AVGP) corresponds to the life-time exposure to action video game playing
(in years), and hours AVGP corresponds to the number of hours spent to play action video games over the last 2 years
per week.

UK) at 4000 Hz and stored on a computer using the Signal software
(Version 5.08, Cambridge Electronic Design).
2.6. Peripheral Nerve Stimulation (PNS)
We stimulated the ulnar nerve with bipolar electrodes placed on the
anterior surface of the forearm around 5 cm proximal to the wrist to
assess the Mmax in the FDI (with the cathode placed proximal in regard to the spinal cord). We performed stimulations with 1 ms duration
(stimulator: DS7A; Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK). The current of
the stimulation was progressively increased until an increase in current
produced no increase in the M-wave any more. We analysed the peak to
peak amplitudes and considered the highest value as Mmax.

μV. Based on this stimulation intensity we again increased the stimulation intensity in steps of 1% until six out of ten MEPs were of bigger
peak to peak amplitude than 50 μV. With this procedure we determined
RMT stimulation intensity given in MSO. In order to determine the actual hotspot we moved the coil on the anterior node, with a squared
grid of 1 cm between nodes and repeated the procedure to determine
RMT on this location. In case RMT on this node was higher, we checked
RMT for all other nodes next to the previous determined hotspot. In case
RMT was lower, this node was deﬁned as the new “temporary hotspot”
and the RMT procedure was repeated. The whole iteration cycle was repeated until the node was completely surrounded by nodes with higher
RMT. This node was then deﬁned as the hotspot.

2.7. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)

2.9. Motor map

Stimulations were elicited with an inter stimulus interval (ISI) of at
least 7 s (Kleim et al., 2007). TMS were delivered as biphasic pulses (current ﬂow in the coil in anterior-posterior/posterior-anterior direction)
through a ﬁgure of eight shaped coil (MC-B70, MagVenture) connected
to a MagPro R30 Stimulator (MagVenture, Inc, denmark). The coil was
positioned at 45° to the sagittal plan with the handle in posterior direction. We used stereotaxic neuronavigation (Brainsight TMS Neuronavigation, Brainbox Ltd) with a MNI space calibrated to the head of the
participant throughout all experiments with TMS to ensure the exact
positioning of the coil.

We followed the procedure described by Kleim et al. (2007) to determine the motor map. We ensured with stereotaxic neuronavigation
that the orientation of the coil in space was maintained stable during the
mapping procedure. We kept the stimulation intensity at 110% RMT. We
started the mapping over the hotspot and then included systematically
the neighboring nodes. Over each node we stimulated ten times and
continued with the procedure until the resulting area was completely
surrounded by non-responsive nodes (nodes with less than six out of ten
MEPs ≥ 50 μV).

2.8. Resting Motor Threshold (RMT)
2.10. IO and SICI curves
We used the procedures described by Kleim et al. (2007) to determine ﬁrst the most responsive location of the TMS coil for the FDI muscle
(hotspot) and thereafter the RMT. We used a stimulator output intensity of 50% maximal stimulator output (MSO) which always elicited a
distinct MEP in the FDI and searched for a “temporary hotspot” with 30
stimulations. We stored this “temporary hotspot” position on the navigation system and aligned a 1 cm by 1 cm spaced grid (11 by 11 cm) to
the head of the participant with its centre on the “temporary hotspot”.
Additionally, we marked the location of the vertex, deﬁned as the upper
point of the head, and stored it on the computer for later oﬀ-line analysis. With the coil placed over the “temporary hotspot”, we searched
for the coil position with the highest muscle response by modifying the
coil plane carefully while maintaining the 45° coil orientation toward
the sagittal plan. In this position, we measured the RMT and ﬁnally
located the hotspot according to the procedure described in detail by
Kleim et al. (2007): We started the procedure with the coil placed on
the ”temporary hotspot”. The experimenter used an arbitrary stimulation intensity that he estimated according to the MEPs observed during
the stimulations with 50% MSO. Per stimulation intensity we always
analyzed 10 MEPs at maximum. If less than six out of ten MEPs were of
smaller peak to peak amplitude than 50 μV, we increased the stimulation intensity by 2% MSO. We then repeated this procedure until at least
six MEPs out of ten were of bigger peak to peak amplitude than 50 μV.
After that, we reduced the stimulation intensity in steps of 1% until less
than six out of ten MEPs were of larger peak to peak amplitude than 50

We assessed IO curves with the coil positioned over the hotspot with
4 blocks of 10 stimulations. TMS intensity diﬀered between each block
(90% RMT, 110% RMT, 130% RMT and 150% RMT) (Kleim et al., 2007).
To limit the amount of stimulations performed, the MEPs obtained from
the motor map procedure at the hotspot location were used to deﬁne the
110% RMT block. The blocks were performed in a pseudo random order to avoid cumulative eﬀects on MEP amplitude induced by a progressively increasing stimulation intensity (Kleim et al., 2007). The pseudorandom order was diﬀerent between participants but matched between
groups. We used the procedure described by Kujirai et al. (1993) with
paired pulses consisting of a conditioning subthreshold TMS followed
by a test TMS after 2 ms (Kujirai et al., 1993). The stimulation intensity
for the test MEP was set to 120% RMT, as this intensity is known to be
the most sensitive to inhibition (Garry and Thomson, 2009). We created
a SICI curve by 3 blocks of stimulations, with each block performed at a
diﬀerent conditioning stimulation intensity (60%, 70% and 80% RMT).
In each block, we measured 10 test MEPs (single pulse TMS) and 10 conditioned MEPs (double pulse TMS), separated in 4 sub-blocks of 5 TMS
(all 5 being single or double pulse). The order of intensity blocks and
stimulations sub-blocks was pseudorandomized between individuals but
matched between groups. For one participant of the control group we
were not able to measure SICI, as the subject started to feel drowsy during the measurement. Examples of IO and SICI curves are plotted in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of MEP traces. A) Averaged MEP traces of one subject during the IO curves experiment expressed in % Mmax (10 traces per TMS intensity level). B)
Averaged MEP traces in another subject during the SICI curves experiment expressed in % Mmax (30 traces per subject for the Test MEPs and 10 traces per subject
and TMS conditioning intensity level).

2.11. Skill tests
All tests were performed on a laptop (MSI GE60 0ND-288NL (MicroStar INT’L Co, 2019), Graphics Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX660M 2 GB
GDDR5 (NVIDIA corporation, 2019)) connected to a standard screen,
mouse and keyboard. The participants were seated at a distance of 70 cm
from the screen. The full test procedure was explained to the participants
before starting the whole test-battery and details on each test were given
at the beginning of the speciﬁc tests. The mouse sensitivity was adjusted
to the comfort of each participant. The session always started with the
typing test and was then followed by the three video game tests, which
were performed in a pseudo-random order for individuals, but matched
between groups. For each test, the participants performed exactly 3 trials, no familiarization trials were allowed. For the keyboard typing test
subjects used both hands, for all other tests subjects used only their dominant hand. In all experiments the FDI of the dominant hand was tested
with TMS. The keyboard typing test https://www.keyhero.com/freetyping-test/) consisted in typing as fast and as accurate as possible a
short random text. The number of words per minute and the typing
accuracy were used to score this test. For the video game speciﬁc performance tests, we used the following three tests: “Bigger then Smaller”,
“Reﬂex” and “Reaction Time” (Aimtastic video game, Pixel Pointer Studio, http://aimtasticgame.com). In all three tests, the default diﬃculty
level was used. In “Bigger Then Smaller”, participant had to point and
click targets that appeared at random locations on the screen (one new
target every 0.9 s). The targets appeared at random position on the
screen, ﬁrst big and then got smaller until they disappeared after 3 s.
The participants were instructed to click on every target before it disappeared. Over time the targets appeared at more frequent time intervals
and the attempt ended if three targets in a row disappeared without
the participant being able to click on one of them. The test-score was
calculated according to hits and misses (1000 points for hitting a target, -250 points for missing the target). The “Bigger then Smaller” test
is considered to estimate the general visuomotor accuracy of a player.
During the “Reﬂex” test, only one target was present at a given time on
the screen. The participant was instructed to point and click the target
as fast as possible. Each target appeared for 0.45 s and every 0.45 s a

new target appeared at a random position on the screen. The attempt
ended always after 30 s. The test-score was calculated according to hits
and misses (1000 points for hitting a target, -250 points for missing the
target). The “Reﬂex” test is considered to estimate the visuomotor speed
and accuracy of a player. During the “Reaction Time” test a black target
was presented always in the middle of the screen. The participants were
instructed to perform a mouse click as fast as possible when the target
color changed from black to red (no accuracy was required for this test).
The time between the target presentation and the change of color was
random. Each trial consisted of ﬁve reaction time tests. The test-score
was the measured time between the change of color of the target and
the mouse click. It must be noted that only two participants, one from
each group, were not naïve to the video game tests.
2.12. Analysis
For the “Reaction Time” test, we have removed values over 1000 ms
(2 values removed) as they did not correspond to a reaction time but
were a result of a misunderstanding regarding the start of the test.
For the analysis of MEPs of the motor map measurements, only the
MEPs from the active nodes were included. We checked the preceding
background EMG activity of FDI for all MEPs. In case of an EMG activity,
deﬁned as the root mean square (rms) of the EMG activity [105,5] ms
preceding the TMS, being above the averaged rms EMG + 2 SD per subject, per measurement, i.e. during the motor mapping or IO or SICI, we
removed these stimulation from further analysis (Jonker et al., 2019)
(motor map: 9 out of 2339; IO curves: 7 out of 1439; SICI curves: 0
out of 2046). The MEPs were ﬁrst normalised to Mmax and afterwards
summed up to calculate the sum of all MEP amplitudes that contributed
to the motor map (SOA) (Schwenkreis et al., 2007). We then calculated
the amplitude weighted centre of gravity (CoG) of the motor map of each
participant, with its coordinates x and y = Σ (xi and yi × zi ) / Σzi ,with
xi and yi being the coordinates of the ith node and zi the averaged MEP
amplitude at the ith node (Liepert et al., 1999). Additionally, we calculated the mean coordinates of the hotspot for the two experimental
groups. For the IO curves, MEPs amplitude were normalised to Mmax.
For the SICI curve, all test MEP amplitudes were averaged within each
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participant. Then, each conditioned MEP amplitude was expressed in %
of the mean test MEP amplitude.
2.13. Statistics
For a complete description of the statistic procedures, please refer
to the Supplement Material section. We used Bayesian generalized linear mixed models and linear mixed models for statistical analysis since
these models provide several advantages when analysing TMS and PNS
measurements. For a detailed discussion please see (Boisgontier and
Cheval, 2016; Kruschke and Liddell, 2018; Nalborczyk et al., 2019;
Giboin et al., 2020). The distribution of MEP amplitudes residuals was
often not normal, and in such cases we used generalized linear mixed
models instead of linear mixed models (Bolker et al., 2009). We used the
brms R package (Bürkner, 2017) to perform the statistical analyses. We
had no a priori of the prior distribution of the dependent variables and
used the brms package pre-set priors to reduce the inﬂuence of priors on
the statistical results as much as possible. For all models, we maximized
the random error structure to limit type I errors by adding random intercepts by subject and random slopes across independent variables by
subject (Barr et al., 2013). We made contrast analyses (e.g., is the SICI
higher or lower in Players compared to Control) by comparing posterior
distributions with two-sided hypothesis (e.g. Control = Players).
2.13.1. Sensorimotor performance
First, for all tasks, we tested if Players were overall better than Controls (by clustering all trials per subject). Then, to assess if diﬀerences
occurred at one particular trial, we used a model with eﬀects of group,
number of trials (as factors) and the interaction between groups and
number of trials.
2.13.2. Motor map
We compared the diﬀerence between groups in RMT, number of active nodes, SOA, CoG (x and y coordinates), and hotspot location (x and
y coordinates). We compared MEP peak to peak amplitudes between
groups, with MEPs from all active nodes clustered within subjects. Furthermore, we compared the excitability spread across the motor map
between groups by comparing the MEP peak to peak amplitude from
the hotspot onward in the x and y axis of the motor map.
2.13.3. SICI curves
First, we tested whether there was a diﬀerence in all the test MEP
peak to peak amplitude clustered by subjects between groups. Then, we
tested whether there was an overall diﬀerence of SICI between groups
by comparing all the conditioned MEPs clustered by subjects, whatever
the conditioning intensity. Finally, we compared SICI between groups at
each conditioning intensity with a model with eﬀect of group, conditioning intensity and interaction between group and conditioning intensity.
2.13.4. Relationship between behavioral performance and neural correlates
We averaged per subject the “Reﬂex” test score, the “Bigger then
Smaller” test score, the reaction time test score, the overall MEP peak
to peak amplitude obtained during the motor map and IO curves, as
well as the peak to peak amplitude of the conditioned MEP obtained
during the SICI procedure. Then, we performed Bayesian multiple linear regressions with the behavioural performance as dependent variable
and interactions between group and MEP amplitude of motor map, IO
and SICI (the subject who did not perform the SICI experiment was removed). Because of the diﬀerences of units between variables can inﬂuence the multiple regression results, we scaled all variables (minus the
mean and divided by the standard deviation). To prevent the eﬀect of
potential outliers, we used a model with a Student distribution for errors
(Kruschke, 2013; Bürkner, 2017). The variables number of hours played
and years of playing were tested with another multiple regression model
and only for Players as in Controls these variables contained many zeros
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which didn´t ﬁt the linear regression model. We repeated the same analysis on the improvement of performance in the “Bigger Then Smaller”,
“Reﬂex” and reaction time tasks (improvement = performance in Trial
3 / performance in Trial 1 ∗ 100).
For all models, the control group was set as the baseline. Therefore,
the intercept given by the model corresponds to the estimate of the control group, and the slope coeﬃcient represents the eﬀect of the Players
on the dependent variable, e.g. the diﬀerence from Controls to Players
in a group comparison. All descriptive results are given as follow: mean
± standard deviation. Statistical test results are presented as follows:
Mean of the posterior distribution [upper and lower 95% credible interval boundaries of the posterior distribution]. The 95% credible interval
can be interpreted as the boundaries that has 95% of chance to contain
the population estimate. In general, if the 95% credible interval contains zero, we assume that the estimate is not credibly diﬀerent from
zero. However, since results are given as a probability distribution and
not as a point estimate, the credibility/non-credibility of a result should
not be assumed only because a given threshold is reached or not (e.g. in
the present study the threshold for the CI was deﬁned at 95%).
3. Results
3.1. Sensorimotor performance
The results of the performance tests are displayed in Fig. 2. Overall
(i.e. when pooling all the data from each trial together and just comparing groups), Players typed more words per minute than Controls (beta
coeﬃcient = 11.33 [0.86, 21.67] words per minute, which indicates that
on average, Players typed 11.3 more words per minute than Controls),
but there was probably no diﬀerence in typing accuracy between groups
(−1.19 [−4.78, 2.38] %). Players were way better than Controls for the
“Bigger then Smaller” (27073 [14060, 40457] score points) and “Reﬂex” games (10082 [5689, 14576] score points). Players also had faster
reaction times than Controls (−19.64 [−35.20, −3.73] ms, indicating
that Players were on average 19.6 ms faster than Controls).
For a more precise analysis, we have used models including the effects of trials. The model outputs are given in Table 2 and here we describe the contrast between groups for each trial level. To perform these
contrasts, we subtracted the posterior distribution of Players from the
posterior distribution of Controls (a negative posterior estimate indicates that Players have a higher estimate than Controls). Players may
have written more words per minute than Controls during Trial 1, and
clearly wrote more words per minute at Trial 3 (diﬀerence of performance at trial 1, corresponding to Controls – Players = −11.23 [−22.44,
0.07] words per minute; trial 2 = −8.29 [−19.7, 3.52] words per minute;
trial 3 = −14.91 [−29.05, −1.08] words per minute). There was no difference in typing accuracy between groups at any trials (although a difference at Trial 2 may potentially exist): trial 1 = 0.47 [−5.54, 6.33] %;
trial 2 = 4.7 [−0.55, 9.94] %; trial 3 = −1.9 [−10.1, 6.08] %). For the
“Bigger then Smaller” test, Players were clearly superior than Controls
for all trials (trial 1 = −30,395 [−45,787, −15,006]; trial 2 = −23,198
[−38,465, −8000]; trial 3 = −27,034 [−46,458, −7235]). This result
was similar for the “Reﬂex” test (trial 1 = −6709 [−10,914, −2539]; trial
2 = −11,272 [−15,949, −6554]; trial 3 = −11,138 [−17,311, −4956]).
Regarding reaction time, Players were clearly better than Controls for
the ﬁrst set of 5 trials. Given the small overlap of the 95% CI under
zero, a potential diﬀerence may also exist for the second set of 5 trials
(set 1 = 40.43 [5.86, 74.09] ms; set 2 = 15.85 [−6.06, 37.52] ms, set
3 = 12.07 [−22.5, 46.49] ms).
3.2. Motor map
The motor maps, CoG and hotspot locations as group means including data of all participants are plotted against the vertex coordinates in
Fig. 3A. Motor maps were also plotted against the hotspot coordinates
in Fig. 3B as a way to discount the eﬀect of map location variability
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Fig. 2. Results of the performance tests. For all graphics, small points correspond to individual trials (in E), there were 5 reaction time measurements per “trial”). The
diamonds and associated error bars correspond to the mean and standard deviation at trial level (red for Control and blue for Players). A) Words per minute from
the typing task. B) Typing accuracy (%) during the typing task. C) Score from the bigger then smaller task. D) Score from the Reﬂex task. E) Reaction time (ms). It
must be noted that in E), 11 points (out of 533) are located above the y axis upper limit to facilitate the visualization of the data.

between subjects against the vertex. Players showed higher MEP amplitudes than Controls over the whole active motor map (Players = 3.97 ±
5.93 % Mmax, Controls = 2.75 ± 3.84 % Mmax, beta coeﬃcient = 1.37
[0.89, 2.01] % Mmax). However, there was no clear diﬀerence between
groups in how excitability was spread across the motor map starting
from the hotspot (see curves in Fig. 3C and D). There was no diﬀerence
between groups in the RMT (Controls = 31.1 ± 8.4, Players = 30.8 ± 5.6
% MSO, beta coeﬃcient = −0.26 [−5.23, 4.7] % MSO), number of active nodes (Controls = 6.89 ± 3.34, Players = 6.11 ± 2.62 active nodes,
beta coeﬃcient = -0.78 [−2.84, 1.29] active nodes), hotspot location
(beta coeﬃcient x = 0.0 [−0.63, 0.64] cm, beta coeﬃcient y = -0.33
[−1.40, 0.77] cm), CoG coordinates (beta coeﬃcient x = −0.24 [−0.91,
0.42] cm, beta coeﬃcient y = −0.44 [−1.64, 0.76] cm), and SOA (Controls = 189 ± 128, Players = 232 ± 213 % Mmax, beta coeﬃcient = 52.6
[−64.6, 169.5] % Mmax).
3.3. IO curves
IO curves are displayed in Fig. 4. When clustering all MEPs per subject irrespective of the TMS intensity, Players had higher MEPs than Controls (Control = 6.41 ± 7.95 % Mmax or 0.89 ± 1.28 mV, Players = 9.51
± 13.6 % Mmax or 1.27 ± 1.76 mV; beta coeﬃcient = 1.42 [0.9, 2.15]
% Mmax). However, when incorporating TMS intensity levels, we found
no clear diﬀerences between groups in the MEP amplitude at each TMS
intensity level (statistical output displayed in Table 3, marginal eﬀects
are depicted in Fig. 4A, and group comparison of distributions at each
intensity level using the model estimates are displayed in Fig. 4B, C, D
and E).

3.4. SICI curves
Players had higher test MEP amplitude than Controls (Controls = 6.19 ± 5.94 % Mmax or 0.84 ± 0.94 mV; Players = 10.6 ±
12.9 % Mmax or 1.38 ± 1.59 mV; beta coeﬃcient = 1.56 [0.9, 2.48]
% Mmax). Despite the diﬀerence between groups in the test MEP size,
SICI was still analysed by expressing the conditioned MEPs in percentage
of the mean test MEP because the test MEP diﬀerence between groups
remained small. Overall, i.e. when clustering all MEPs per subject irrespective of conditioning intensity level, SICI was stronger in Players
than in Controls, since the conditioned MEP peak to peak amplitude was
larger in Controls (39.7 ± 63.9 % test MEP) compared to Players (24.2
± 33.2 % test MEP; beta coeﬃcient = −0.51 [−0.9, −0.12] % test MEP).
The SICI results for each group at each conditioning stimulus intensity
level are displayed in Fig. 5. The output of the statistical model is given
in Table 3 and marginal eﬀects are plotted in Fig. 5. As displayed in
Fig. 5B, C and D, Players had a stronger SICI than Controls at conditioning intensity levels of 60 % RMT and 80 % RMT but not at 70 % RMT. It
must be noted that for Controls, SICI at 70% and 80% RMT conditioning intensity was stronger than at 60% RMT, while there was no clear
diﬀerence for SICI between conditioning intensity level for Players.
3.5. Relationship between behavioural performance and neural correlates
Important results from the multiple linear regressions are plotted in
Fig. 6. MEP size from the IO curves explained the reaction time performance in Controls (−1.37 [−2.45, −0.19] scaled units) but not in Players
(0.16 [−0.21, 0.55] scaled units). This relationship was clearly diﬀerent
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Table 2
Statistical model output for performance tests.
Dependant variable

Eﬀect

Estimate

SE

Lower 95% CI

Upper 95% CI

Words per minute

Intercept
Group Players
Trial 2
Trial 3
Group Players:
Group Players:
Intercept
Group Players
Trial 2
Trial 3
Group Players:
Group Players:
Intercept
Group Players
Trial 2
Trial 3
Group Players:
Group Players:
Intercept
Group Players
Trial 2
Trial 3
Group Players:
Group Players:
Intercept
Group Players
Trial 2
Trial 3
Group Players:
Group Players:

36.71
11.23
6.07
5.1
−2.93
2.71
88.43
−0.47
5.02
4.65
−4.23
2
36,992
30,395
9154
9388
−7196
−3127
−7749
6709
−994
125
4562
5548
340.97
−40.43
−35.96
−36.29
24.58
28.03

4.06
5.7
2.52
2.59
3.53
3.68
2.15
3.03
2.37
2.55
3.31
3.57
5605
7916
4539
4639
6485
6628
1531
2152
1054
1183
1497
1677
12.43
17.29
10.31
14.88
14.67
20.8

28.79
−0.07
1.07
0.06
−9.87
−4.54
84.31
−6.33
0.38
−0.33
−10.79
−4.91
26,231
15,006
196
125
−19,883
−16,185
−10,815
2539
−3087
−2182
1634
2275
316.45
−74.09
−56.47
−65.38
−4
−13.53

44.78
22.44
10.94
10.1
4
9.97
92.74
5.54
9.75
9.7
2.35
9
48,016
45,787
18,081
18,379
5749
10,029
-4782
10,914
1033
2438
7489
8869
365.68
−5.86
−15.83
−7.09
53.41
67.92

Typing accuracy (%)

Bigger then Smaller (score)

Reﬂex (score)

Reaction time (ms)

Trial 2
Trial 3

Trial 2
Trial 3

Trial 2
Trial 3

Trial 2
Trial 3

Trial 2
Trial 3

Intercept corresponds to the baseline, i.e. group Control and Trial 1. Eﬀects with a “:” correspond to interaction estimates (SE = standard error, CI = credible interval).
To obtain, for example, the posterior estimate of Players at trial 2, one has to add up Intercept + Group Players + Trial 2 + Group Players: Trial 2.

between groups (i.e. groups have diﬀerent slope coeﬃcients), with a
higher slope in Players than Controls (diﬀerence between groups = 1.53
[0.31, 2.67] scaled units; see Fig. 6A). This means that, for Controls, participants with a small MEP had longer RT. It must be noted that when
performing this analysis without an inﬂuential point from Controls (top
left point in Fig. 6A), the diﬀerence between group is less obvious (1.05
[−0.28, 2.30]).
MEP size from the IO curves also explained changes in reaction time
(from Trial 1 to Trial 3) in Controls (1.43 [0.18, 2.69]), but not in Players (−0.24 [−0.71, 0.21]), and this relationship was clearly diﬀerent
between groups, with a much smaller slope for Players compared to Controls (diﬀerence between groups = −1.67 [−3.01, −0.32] scaled units,
Fig. 6B). A negative change indicates a faster RT at Trial 3 than Trial 1.
This means that, for Controls, participants who decreased RT over the
three trials had a smaller MEP. Without the same inﬂuential participant
mentioned above, the diﬀerence between groups remains similar (−1.88
[−3.39, −0.43]).
The only eﬀect of number of years or hours played found in Players
was a strong positive eﬀect of number of hours played per week on the
“Reﬂex” task (0.81 [0.26, 1.36] scaled units).

4. Discussion
We found that Players clearly outperformed Controls in sensorimotor performance tasks linked to computer speciﬁc skills, i.e. typing and
video game related visuomotor tasks. Players had slightly higher MEP
amplitudes during the measurements of motor maps, IO curves and SICI
test stimulations. Players had a stronger SICI than Controls, particularly
with conditioning TMS intensities of 60% and 80% of RMT. There was
no diﬀerence between groups in MEP size at each TMS intensity level
for the IO curves and in the topographic properties of the motor map.
Finally, we found that Players and Controls had clear diﬀerence in the

relationship between MEP obtained during the IO curves and reaction
time.
According to our hypothesis and in line with the literature
(Griﬃth et al., 1983; Borecki L et al. 2013), Players outperformed Controls in the tested action video game related visuomotor tasks and in
reaction time (Green et al., 2010; Morin-Moncet et al., 2016). It must
be noted that these tasks were new for all but one subject from each
group. These results suggest that Players, probably due to their past
training or predispositions, were able to transfer their skills to new visuomotor tasks, even at the ﬁrst trial. These diﬀerences at behavioral
level were also accompanied by neurophysiological diﬀerences in the
motor cortex and/or the corticospinal pathway. Overall, but keeping in
mind that the present study is cross-sectional and not longitudinal, these
observations suggest that Players could potentially be used as model to
study long term eﬀect of visuomotor training on the neural system, and
to study the role of the diﬀerent part of the neural system in visuomotor
performance.
Players, compared to Controls, had a higher level of cortiscospinal
excitability over the whole FDI motor map. However, the topographical properties (size, hot-spot, center of gravity, etc.) were not diﬀerent.
Previous experiments testing the relationship between long-term skill
practice and motor map excitability and topography couldn’t provide a
clear consensus. Indeed, in elite racquetball players, compared to nonplayers, the stimulation of the cortical representation of the FDI muscle
elicited MEPs with a larger amplitude, indicating a higher cortical excitability. The motor map area was not larger compared to controls, but
was spatially shifted laterally, suggesting a task-related functional reorganization (Pearce et al., 2000). In professional volleyball players, the
medial deltoid cortical map was larger but not spatially shifted compared to control participants (Tyč et al., 2005) and in professional violinists, TMS over the FDI motor map elicited MEP with larger amplitude and the motor map was found to be larger and spatially shifted
when compared to the FDI representation of the non-dominant hand, but
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Fig. 3. Motor map results. A) Aggregate of the motor map of each subject from the Control and Players groups. The x and y coordinates refer to the distance in cm
from the vertex (0,0). A smaller x corresponds to a lateral shift from the vertex, and a higher y corresponds to an anterior shift. Only the active nodes are considered
here. A larger point indicates a higher number of MEPs (and therefore a higher number of participants with active nodes). The colour indicates the averaged MEP
amplitude in % Mmax at a particular node. The point and error bars correspond to the group mean and standard deviation of the CoG (brown colour) and of the
hotspot (black colour) B) Same than A), but this time with the motor maps of each subject centred on their hotspot (0,0). C) and D) Model result display the eﬀect
of the interaction between groups and distance from the hotspot (0 on the x axis) and on the MEP amplitudes in the x and y directions respectively. The thick lines
represent the mean and the areas the 95% credible interval.
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Fig. 4. IO curves results. A) The “violin plots” correspond to the distribution of MEPs (in % Mmax) between groups and at diﬀerent level of stimulation intensity. The
wider the “violin”, the denser the distribution at a given point on the y axis. The violin points are constructed with the whole data set, i.e. with all MEPs measured
and kept for the analysis. Diamonds correspond to the mean of MEPs. Large points and associated error bars correspond to the exponentiated marginal eﬀects and
their credible interval calculated by the model. B), C), D) and E) Distribution obtained after subtracting the posterior distribution of Players from the posterior
distribution of Control MEPs at stimulation intensities of 90%, 110%, 130% and 150% respectively. The x axis represents the diﬀerence of MEPs amplitude in %
Mmax. The vertical dashed line corresponds to 0 on the x axis and the vertical blue line corresponds to the mean of the distribution. The red area corresponds to the
95% credible interval. Please note that at 90% RMT, most of the distribution is located around zero, clearly indicating that there was no diﬀerence between groups
in MEP amplitudes at this intensity.
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Fig. 5. SICI curve results. A) The “violin plots” corresponds to the distribution of the conditioned MEP (expressed in % of mean test MEP). The wider the “violin”,
the denser the distribution at a given point on the y axis. The violin points are constructed with the whole data set, i.e. with all MEPs measured and kept for the
analysis. 76 MEPs out of 1023 were not displayed in the ﬁgure as they were > 100%. Diamonds correspond to the mean of conditioned MEPs. Large points and
associated error bars correspond to the marginal eﬀects and their credible interval calculated by the model. B), C) and D) Distribution obtained after subtracting the
posterior distribution of Players from the posterior distribution of Control conditioned MEPs at intensities of 60 %, 70 % and 80 % respectively. The vertical dashed
line corresponds to 0 on the x axis indicates the amplitude of the MEPs in % Mmax and the vertical blue line corresponds to the mean of the distribution. The red
area corresponds to the 95 % credible interval.

not when compared with the FDI representation of control participants
(Schwenkreis et al., 2007). The diﬀerence of results between studies may
stem from the diﬀerent muscles and populations studied, the very small
samples used for the expert groups (n = 5, 5 and 10 respectively), and for
some, inadequate use of statistics (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011). Our results
suggest that long-term skill training can increase the overall excitability of the FDI motor map, without modifying its topographic properties
when measured at rest. It must be noted that skill training most probably
induces task-speciﬁc adaptations, which are observable only during the
trained task preparation or execution (Giboin et al., 2018; Giboin et al.,
2019; Giboin et al., 2020). Further research should therefore consider
exploring the dynamics of motor map topographical properties during
the execution of trained and untrained tasks in long-term skill trained
subjects.
As expected, MEPs elicited during the IO curves were larger with the
higher intensities used (Ridding and Rothwell, 1997; Chen et al., 1998;
Kleim et al., 2007). Furthermore, and in coherence with motor map
MEPs results, we detected larger MEPs in Players compared to Controls.
This is in line with a large body of evidence relating higher corticospinal
excitability at rest in long-term skilled population (Pearce et al., 2000;
Rosenkranz et al., 2007; Schwenkreis et al., 2007). However, unlike previous studies, we were not able to detect credible diﬀerences in MEP size
when making comparisons at a given intensity level. It is not clear if this
lack of diﬀerence is a methodological issue or a relevant physiological
observation, i.e. long-term skill training is poorly reﬂected in IO curves
measurements. For example, it can be hypothesized that measurements

with higher TMS intensities (e.g. 170% RMT) would have allowed the
clear observation of higher MEPs in Players at these high intensities (but
see (Rosenkranz et al., 2007) who ﬁnd diﬀerences at low intensities).
Nevertheless, the observation of overall higher MEPs in Players suggests
that motor learning induced changes at intracortical but also possibly at
spinal level (Reis et al., 2008; Vahdat et al., 2015). Although changes
in corticospinal excitability associated with short-term skill training are
well documented (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994; Pascual-Leone et al., 1995;
Reis et al., 2008), it still remains quite obscure how a long-term increase
in corticospinal excitability is mechanistically associated with long-term
motor skill training. It can be speculated that the higher MEP size is due
to an increase in intracortical neurons synchronisation, a phenomenon
that has been observed after long term (> 5 years) skill training in monkeys (Schieber, 2002).
In line with previous research, SICI in Controls was stronger with
an increasing intensity of the conditioning stimulation (Chen et al.,
1998; Rosenkranz et al., 2007). We found a clear diﬀerence between
groups, with Players displaying stronger SICI with conditioning stimulation given at an intensity of 60% and 80% RMT. It must be noted
that, contrarily to Controls and previous reports from the literature (e.g.
(Rosenkranz et al., 2007)), SICI was not stronger with an increasing
conditioning intensity up to 80% RMT in Players, suggesting a possible
ceiling eﬀect. These results support the need to use SICI curves instead
of only one conditioning stimulation to better depict GABAergic systems (Stagg et al., 2011; Ibáñez et al., 2020). It has been shown in a
previous study that professional musicians had a lower SICI in the ab-
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Table 3
Statistical model output for the IO and SICI curves.
Dependant variable

Eﬀect

Estimate

SE

Lower 95% CI

Upper 95% CI

log transformed MEP in % Mmax
(IO curves)

Intercept
Group Players
Intensity 110 % RMT
Intensity 130 % RMT
Intensity 150 % RMT
Group Players: 110 % RMT
Group Players: 130 % RMT
Group Players: 150 % RMT
Intercept
Group Players
Cond 70 % RMT
Cond 80 % RMT
Group Players: Cond 70 % RMT
Group Players: Cond 80 % RMT

−1.86
−0.09
2.43
3.52
4.04
0.35
0.42
0.46
3.81
−0.74
−0.52
−0.47
0.53
0.11

0.16
0.23
0.27
0.24
0.29
0.38
0.35
0.42
0.17
0.26
0.22
0.21
0.32
0.35

−2.18
−0.54
1.9
3.04
3.46
−0.41
−0.28
−0.37
3.46
−1.29
−0.98
−0.93
−0.12
−0.62

−1.54
0.36
2.95
3.99
4.62
1.1
1.11
1.29
4.11
−0.23
−0.1
−0.07
1.17
0.76

log(cond MEP in % test MEP)
(SICI)

Intercept corresponds to the baseline. For the IO curves, Intercept refers to Control and a stimulation intensity of 90 % RMT. For the SICI, Intercept refers to Control
and a conditioning intensity of 60 % RMT. Eﬀects with a “:” correspond to interaction estimates (SE = standard error, CI = credible interval). Please note that for
IO curves data was log transformed and that for SICI the estimates are given with their log link. For an easier interpretation of the statistical output (due to the
transformed data or the log link), the exponentiated marginal eﬀects are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 6. Multiple linear regression plots. A) Mean peak to peak amplitudes of MEP size obtained during the IO curves versus mean reaction time (both units are scaled).
B) Mean peak to peak amplitudes of MEP size obtained during the IO curves versus changes in mean reaction time from Trial 1 to Trial 3 (both units are scaled). For
both, the thick line represents the posterior mean estimate and the ﬁlled area the 95% credible interval.

ductor pollicis brevis muscle at a conditioning intensity of 70% active
motor threshold but a higher SICI at 90% compared to non-musicians
(Rosenkranz et al., 2007) (but see (Nordstrom and Butler, 2002) who
ﬁnd diﬀerent results). This observation, when combined and compared
with the present results, suggests that GABAergic systems are not affected as a whole by the long-term training, and are aﬀected in a taskspeciﬁc way. These suggestions are in line with the large functional diversity of GABAergic neurons found in the neocortex (Tremblay et al.,
2016). For example, GABAergic activity is related with skill learning
and neural plasticity. A reduction in GABAergic activity favours neural plasticity and skill learning (Ziemann et al., 2001; Kolasinski et al.,
2019), and baseline GABAergic levels correlates negatively with motor

performance (Stagg Charlotte et al., 2011). Therefore, the present observations, i.e. stronger SICI and better performance and learning rate
in the new video game tasks tested for Players versus Controls, is in
contradiction with the literature related to GABAergic activity and motor skill learning. However, the eﬀect of long term skill training on such
mechanisms remain unknown. In any cases, we suggest that action video
game players could be used as an interesting model to study the interactions between GABAergic activity, neural plasticity, motor learning
and long term skill training. GABAergic activity is also a mediator of
surround inhibition, a mechanism that increases the selectivity of motor activity (Beck and Hallett, 2011), especially useful for the ﬁne and
fast movements required for action video games. A stronger surround
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inhibition could partly explain the higher dexterity of Players, but also
their capacity to display fast and accurate movements for long durations
(Bächinger et al., 2019). We suggest that Players could also be used as
model to study surround inhibition mechanisms.
Interestingly, SICI was the strongest neurophysiological diﬀerence
observed between groups, suggesting that playing action video games
has possibly a stronger long-term eﬀect on inhibitory than excitatory
circuits. This observation would contradict the idea that long-term skill
training maintains a balance between excitatory and inhibitory networks (Dai et al., 2016). However, it must be noted that, in Players,
this balance may still be maintained at physiological level, but may not
be observable with the means of TMS given that strong inhibitory networks could potentially mask stronger excitatory networks. Indeed, the
MEP is a result of both excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials
that occur simultaneously at M1 level, with a possible gating of EPSP
by IPSP. Additionally, it has been shown that lorazepam, a drug that
increases the excitability of inhibitory intracortical networks, increases
SICI on the one hand and decreases single pulse MEP amplitudes on the
other hand (Di Lazzaro et al., 2000). Based on this consideration, and
given the stronger GABAA ergic inhibitory system in Players as observed
with SICI, the physiological diﬀerence between groups in the excitatory
systems may be larger than what has been observed here with TMS during the motor map and IO curves procedures. Similarly, this stronger
inhibition may also mask diﬀerence in the motor map size (which could
potentially be larger in Players).
It must be noted that only a few associations between neural correlates and performance were observed (reaction time and MEPs size from
the IO curves measurements), and these associations may be driven by
an “inﬂuential participant”. The interpretation of these results should
thus be done with care. The visuomotor tasks tested presently required
high-level of sensorimotor skills and perceptual and cognitive processing, each in proportion that cannot be estimated with any certainty
(Gozli et al., 2014). Therefore, because of their multifactorial performance structure neither the “Bigger then Smaller” nor the “Reﬂex” test
oﬀer themselves as tests that can easily be associated with very restricted
neurophysiological assessments, like e.g. SICI in the FDI muscle during rest. Keeping this in mind, it is not surprising that we didn´t ﬁnd
any correlations between these complex visuomotor gaming tasks and
the TMS measures in the present study. With the simpler tests, like the
“Reaction Time” test the diﬀerentiation between Players and Controls
became more diﬃcult compared to the more complex tasks, but the
association with the neurophysiological measures, like the MEPs from
the IO curves, more straight forward. Controls, but not Players, had a
shorter reaction time correlated with a higher MEP size at rest, which
is in line with previous work (Greenhouse et al., 2017). The functional
explanation that associates MEP size and reaction time is still unclear
but could be related to diﬀerent neural characteristics all along the corticospinal pathway (e.g. higher cortical and spinal excitability, better
descending connectivity, etc.) (Greenhouse et al., 2017). Interestingly,
the absence of such relation in Players may indicate that the eﬀect has
been saturated, possibly due to their long-term training (i.e. an increase
in excitability has an eﬀect on reducing reaction time only up to a certain point at individual level, and this ceiling has probably been reached
by all Players).
To sum it up, from a functional perspective both adaptations,
stronger inhibitory as well as stronger excitatory networks appear useful to increase sensorimotor performance in e.g. a reaction time task.
Whereas a higher excitatory output might be comparable with a more
powerful engine, a higher inhibitory output might constitute a stronger
braking system. It must be noted that the correct inhibition of antagonist muscles is possibly more crucial for a rapid and precise movement
than the strong activation of synergists, possibly explaining the stronger
diﬀerence between Controls and Players for the SICI than the IO curves.
The present study is absolutely in line with the notion that long term skill
training may increase both the excitatory and inhibitory capabilities of
intracortical networks projecting to trained muscles, most probably in
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a task-speciﬁc way (Pearce et al., 2000; Nordstrom and Butler, 2002;
Rosenkranz et al., 2007; Schwenkreis et al., 2007; Hirano et al., 2014).
The present results also oﬀer interesting clinical perspectives. Indeed, many motor aﬄictions (e.g. stroke and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) seem to be related with SICI dysfunction (Hummel et al., 2009;
Menon et al., 2014), and rehabilitation programs including action video
game training could potentially help to regain motor functionality by
acting on dysfunctional cortical networks. It must be noted that physical therapies using action video games are not new and seem to be
relatively successful (Bonnechère et al., 2016). In the present context,
among many issues, the main diﬃculty of such process may reside in
the dynamic adjustment of the games diﬃculty to the patient motor
capability across recovery.

4.1. Limitations
One of the biggest limitation lies in the small number of TMS per
level used (10 TMS), which can clearly limit the reliability of our results (Goldsworthy et al., 2016). This number was maintained low as a
compromise between the requirement of limiting the overall number of
stimulations and the amount of measurements to perform (Kleim et al.,
2007).
Control and Player had diﬀerent test MEP size during the SICI experiment. This diﬀerence in MEP size could have inﬂuenced SICI and
partly explained why Player have stronger MEP inhibition (Lackmy and
Marchand-Pauvert, 2010. However, in the present study, the absence of
diﬀerence between groups in SICI induced with conditioned TMS at 70%
RMT indicates that the diﬀerence observed with 60% and 80% RMT are
most probably not driven entirely by the test MEP diﬀerence, but also
by group diﬀerences at neural level.
In general, SICI level is probably better correlated with active motor
threshold (AMT) than RMT, and using AMT may reduce results variability compared to RMT (Orth et al., 2003). However, in the present
case, we believe that using RMT is more controlled than using AMT.
Indeed, Player, given their extensive action video game practice, have
most probably “ﬁtter” muscles involved in visuomotor tasks, meaning
diﬀerent level of maximal force due to adaptations at muscle and neural level, e.g. better capacity of recruiting motor unit and/or aﬀecting
their ﬁring rate. Thus, at a given level of AMT (absolute or relative), it
is not clear whether the same proportion of the motoneuron pool is observed between both groups. Because of these adaptations, the state of
the corticospinal pathway may be more diﬀerent between groups during
AMT than RMT (and thus less comparable or controlled). Additionally,
it must be mentioned that we used biphasic TMS to assess SICI, while it
has been shown that SICI may have (Sale et al., 2016; Davila-Pérez et al.,
2018) or may have not (Wessel et al., 2019) diﬀerent sensitivity to current directions (e.g. monophasic anterior-posterior versus monophasic
posterior-anterior currents). The SICI characteristics of Player could be
further investigated using diﬀerent TMS current directions.
It must be noted that, in general, the visuomotor tasks performed by
action video game players are complex and involve a large set of muscles. For example, the ﬂexor digitorum superﬁcialis (FDS) may have a
more important role than the FDI to achieve task precisions. Considering this, and considering how neural adaptations are task-speciﬁcally
shaped by training (Giboin et al., 2020), diﬀerent corticospinal adaptations than the one presently observed for the FDI may occur for the
other involved muscles.
It could be speculated that, unlike for example professional musicians, the training level of Players was not high enough to discriminate
them clearly from Controls. Although Players are not elite esport players, we believe that such supposition is unlikely. Indeed, Players had a
clear skill superiority in the complex visuomotor tasks, even at the ﬁrst
trial, and they have been playing action video games for an average of 13
years. If such exposure level is not enough to clearly assess neurophysiological diﬀerences with TMS, it may indicate that these TMS methods
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are not sensitive enough, or that these neurophysiological markers are
not that relevant for long-term skill training related brain changes.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the present study is crosssectional and not longitudinal, which of course limit our interpretations
regarding the neural diﬀerence observed here. Many studies have shown
that playing action video games can induce neural plasticity after a few
weeks of training (Bavelier et al., 2012), suggesting that a part of the
present diﬀerence was induced by the training. However, predisposition
and selection eﬀects could also explain partly the observed diﬀerences,
e.g. a high initial performance and a fast progression may increase the
probability that one continues to play action video games compared to
someone with rather low initial aptitudes (Georgiades et al., 2017).
5. Conclusion
We have shown that long term action video game players have better visuomotor skills than non-players. Additionally, Players depicted
stronger excitatory and especially stronger inhibitory corticospinal function. Players and Control had diﬀerent relationships between corticospinal excitability and reaction time performance, suggesting a possible training-induced saturation eﬀect in Players. Amongst the mechanistic insights into eﬀects of long term skill training, the present study
demonstrates the potential of video games and in particular of action
video games as an ideal tool to study sensorimotor function and opens
up the potential of video gaming as a treatment of pathologies associated with the dysregulation of intracortical networks.
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